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12th April 2012  
UNIFIED ENERIES, LEAD TODAY BY 
THE GURU GOBIND SINGH 
Sohrab’s channeling 

 
 
 

UNIVERSAL TEACHERS 
 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 

 Every single channeling that comes through him (Sohrab) this year will contain 
aspects, each from a different perspective, of self-empowerment.  You must continually 
learn to touch your power in every aspect of your lives. 
 
Now, what is the one profession common to all on Planet Earth? 
 
Being human! 
 
Being divine! 
 
(Laughing)  You are playing with words! The one profession common to all on planet 
Earth is that of the teacher: Every single human being is a teacher of some form.  It goes 
without saying that the roles of teacher and the student are constantly interchangeable.  
Henceforth, when we speak of ‘the teacher’, we are referring to the teacher/student. 
 
Every being and every aspect of the Universe has, within self, a ‘teaching gene’. 
On Earth, every human, animal, plant, and mineral contains the same. 
 
At the obvious level, you constantly teach (and learn from) your husband and children, 
your extended family and friends, your work colleagues, your domestics, and so on. 
 
You share with them your guidance and wisdom, your likes and dislikes, your beliefs, 
attitudes and patterns, and from this both sides learn and grow.  You also teach silently: 
with an all-embracing hug, or silent support, you teach your child about unconditional 
love, warmth, security and non-judgmentalism.  You also ‘teach by example’. 
 
You also teach (and learn) through conflict.  Both sides learn to stand up for themselves.  
To express an opinion.  To examine the situation from both sides. To touch their power.  
 
Now let us examine some other, less obvious ways, in which you teach and learn. 
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You have energetic loops between this incarnated self and every other aspect of self: 
past, present, future; simultaneous and alternate realities.  Information is constantly 
being exchanged between these aspects of self.  Each offers the other the impetus to 
grow and expand.  Each offers the other help and guidance. 
Let us look at a small example of this.  Many of you in this very room, having enjoyed 
the benefits of these meetings, have ‘looped back in time’ and urged your own younger 
selves to start attending them, so many years ago!   
 
You created ‘trigger points’ to ensure this.  Some created friends who suggested that 
they attend.  Others met him (Sohrab) directly and felt a desire to attend for the very 
first time.  Yet others landed up ‘by accident’ (which was no accident!). 
These promptings came from your own ‘future self’ of the time.  In this manner, you 
teach and guide yourselves constantly. 
 
You also loop back centuries, sometimes provoking an aspect of yourself in the 8th 
century, 4th century, or in BC times; urging that aspect to grow, to evolve and to 
assimilate relevant issues.   
 
Now, as time is not linear, these energetic loops are occurring simultaneously: the 
‘extended You’ is therefore teaching (and learning from) all aspects of self, at all times.  
You exchange a veritable tornado of energies between all aspects of self, moment to 
moment.  When you grow in this existence, all aspects of self receive a boost. 
 
Some people seem to ‘regress’ in life… 
 

 Let us assure you that nothing in the Universe ever regresses.  From an earthly 
perspective, you may think that you, or another, has ‘slipped’ or ‘gone into a downward 
spiral of pain, trauma or corruption’.  Yet these are all circumstances experienced for 
personal growth, and for the growth of the collective. 
 
Now let us examine another aspect of your ‘teaching services’.  You often offer help to 
others, not connected with self, to expand.  A scientist today may loop back in time and 
offer the appropriate boost to one who is about to discover the use of electricity.  An 
automobile fanatic may offer a caveman the opportunity to discover the wheel.  A 
current feminist may offer an oppressed woman from the middle-ages the opportunity 
to stand up for herself. 
 
Each and every one of you offers this kind of service, at all times.  Now you may say, 
“What do I have to offer another?  I am just a simple human, with no extraordinary 
skills.” 
 
You must remember that your expanded beingness has, within self, many talents that 
you do not necessarily exercise in this incarnation.  When you ‘travel to teach’, you have 
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full access to those aspects of self.  And you combine them with your current Earthly 
attributes, to serve others. 
 
Often, when a person has a ‘eureka moment’, it has been provoked by ‘a nudge’ from 
aspects of self, or from visiting teachers. 
 
You must realize, however, that this breakthrough is rarely provided by the visiting 
teacher.  He has simply offered the person, or aspect of self, the appropriate energetic 
support to ‘stretch himself’ enough to find it. 
 
Isn’t this the case with all good earthly teachers?  They do not spoon-feed their pupils, 
but instead, encourage them to find the appropriate answer for themselves.  To think 
for themselves. 
 
In rare cases, however, Universal permission is given for a ‘direct implant’ to be offered 
to the appropriate recipients.  We will name two such cases: the cure for cholera, and 
the introduction of the Internet.  
 
Do we do this astrally, in the sleep state? 
 

 You do this all the time, 24/7!  Astral travel is not limited to the sleep state; aspects 
of self are constantly travelling, working, studying, teaching, growing and assimilating 
experiences.  As you sit here, listening to this discourse, aspects of self are extremely 
busy, not only on planet Earth, but around the Universe. 
 
Now we will say something that most of you will resist. You are all Universal guest 
lecturers, offering different groups around the Universe the benefit of your personal 
wisdom, knowledge and experience. 
 
Even the humblest illiterate in your country has something of vital significance to offer.  
Each, when he travels, merges with his vastness, and offers of self freely and joyously. 
 
You, on Earth, take great delight in seeing yourselves as small, insignificant and limited; 
yet when you move beyond these boundaries you only perceive self as expanded and 
limitless.  When you travel to give your guest lectures, you do not insult your audience 
by perceiving limits in them, or in yourself. 
 
So now, for those of you who have said repeatedly to self “I am nothing, I have nothing 
to offer, I am not a very interesting person, I don’t know enough of life to offer an 
opinion, I am not qualified to speak about anything, let me just hide in a corner”; it is 
time to acknowledge what you already do, at a higher level. 
 
When we shed the physical and move into spirit, do we acknowledge our vastness 
immediately? 
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Do you have the capacity to do so?  Yes.  Do most do so? No. 
 

 Initially, when you shed the physical body, you generally hold onto your earthly 
persona out of familiarity and security.  This includes your personality traits, your pain 
and trauma, and all else that is familiar to you.  Your ties to earth are still strong. 
But simultaneously, you experience an inner freedom and a sense of tremendous power 
and expansion.  You experience your ‘superhuman’ self.  You have guides and friends 
who urge you to embrace this. 
 
But for most, this is terrifying.  Most humans are not comfortable with this level of 
abundance.  It can be as bewildering as it would be to a beggar who suddenly wins a 
lottery.  He is ecstatic, but does not always know how to deal with it. 
 
The transition process differs, person to person.  Some resist the change; others reach 
out and revel in it.  The movement from ‘limited’ to ‘limitlessness’ can take minutes or 
years. 
 
I was told, in my automatic writing, by my deceased husband, that he once had been a 
great scientist.  But then he said, “I am now not allowed to go near them”.  This confuses 
me. 
 

 Let us rephrase this.  In one’s expanded state, one realizes what is appropriate for 
one evolution at a moment in time, and what is not.  On planet earth, when you offer a 
succulent buffet to people, each responds differently.  Children, and greedy people, 
over-stuff themselves; others choose with discrimination. 
 
When he said this, he was still evolving: an aspect of self ‘kept him away’, and his 
earthly persona was still confused at his own choice. 
 
Now, some teach by being nursemaid souls.  These are guides of a form: they offer 
assistance to souls who have just passed over, and are having difficulty in adjusting to 
their new circumstances.  They offer ‘a spirit tour’, and gently advise the soul as to what 
is appropriate for his stage of evolution.  Please know that nursemaid souls do not 
override the will of their charge: they may even offer strong advice, but the soul must 
choose for himself. 
 
Nursemaid souls do not have to be fully ‘in spirit’: many of you act as nursemaid souls to 
friends and loved ones who have crossed over. 
 
(Inaudible question about the changing divine consciousness and divine expansion, and 
how souls stride their earthly persona and their newfound expansion) 
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 How do you manage on earth?  You take care of two children, your husband, cook 
for them, tend to them, clean the house, answer the doorbell, and ready yourself for 
work, sometimes ‘all at the same time’? 
 
The human race is now being readied to work at multi-levels, all at the same time.  
Introspection in action.  Being ‘the eye of the storm’. 
 
Remember, you function this way naturally.  Your own expanded self exists 
simultaneously in so many realms.  There is a part of you that is nearly ‘god realized’.  
There is a part of you in dense, physical incarnation.  And so many parts in between, at 
differing stages of evolution.  Yet this is all “you”. 
 
Now technically, this ‘separation’ cannot exist, as there really is no time, or barriers 
between aspects of self.  Yet it must exist for your third-dimensional growth.  And you 
now have to work towards breaking down the ‘Berlin Walls’ that you have created. 
 
Yet, to really know love, you have to experience the lack thereof.  To know oneness, you 
have to experience separation. 
 
Now, “the teacher is also the pupil” is a truism that is valid for every aspect of the 
Universe.  The Source itself wishes to grow and evolve.  And as it evolves, it constantly 
searches for newer and more refined ways to do this. 
 
Right now, on Earth, for example, a relatively new phenomenon is taking place.  
Energetic ‘spores’ are being released by all of Earth’s inhabitants.  They float around in 
the energetic ether, and are absorbed by the appropriate recipients, who wish to 
experience the energies of that particular aspect of earth. 
 
This sounds like cross-pollination! 
 

 It is exactly that!  And this cross-pollination is not limited to the same species, but is 
open to all. 
 
Let us give you a practical example of this.  As you well know, the Atlantean crystalline 
beds are now re-activating, and offering all on earth new and vibrant energies. 
 
If this interests you, either at a conscious or a higher-conscious level, you will instantly 
open ‘receptors’ to its spores.  You then start to gain instant ‘inside’ knowledge of the 
beds themselves, and of their new energies. 
 
On a very practical level, you may do this before entering a business meeting, where you 
desire a ‘dose’ of power, balance and commercial acumen.  You instantly open to any 
spores, generated by any of earth’s aspects, which offer you these. 
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Do not misunderstand this concept. You are not being empowered by other aspects: 
that would be too easy and, in fact, detrimental to your growth.  You simply receive the 
appropriate ‘vitamin dose’ necessary to help you touch your own power to a greater 
degree.  Through this process, you are truly merging with all that is around you, and 
understanding it all ‘from within’. 
 
You spoke earlier of the collective consciousness.  You still continue to see this as 
‘floating somewhere up above you’.  This is only partially true; but you must now 
understand that it floats both around you and within you.  It truly is fuelled by the core 
of your cells, so if you desire to change the collective consciousness, change from 
within, and it is done. 
 
You now have to follow this up with action: make the necessary internal adjustments, 
and simultaneously take whatever physical action is necessary to effect that change.  
 
All crystals (fuelled by the changes in the Atlantean Mother crystals) are now beginning 
to release intermittent blasts of energy of a very high frequency.  These will only 
continue to increase in magnitude and frequency.  These are necessary for the evolution 
of the Planet and all her inhabitants. 
 
Some of these will cause earth shifts and movements; others will work directly on your 
personal consciousness.  You will receive internal ‘jolts’ and you will suddenly 
experience an expansion of consciousness, comprehension, understanding and 
awareness. 
 
The crystalline energies will also work through osmosis, while you are asleep.  They will 
seep into you, and into every aspect of planet Earth, gently moving the planet into a 
new level of awareness.  If you attune to this, you will experience a subtle, warm energy 
coursing into self. 
 
Be aware, however, that these energies are not compatible with blocks and resistance.  
These issues will be forced to the surface, for you assimilation.  Face these head-on, and 
transmute them. 
 
Dear friends, this year, learn to live your truth.  Face self boldly and joyously, and show 
the world who you really are.  Share with others your wisdom, knowledge, experience 
and magnificence. 
 
Why should teacher’s day be celebrated on only one day in the year?  Make every single 
day a celebration of the glorious teacher that you are. 
 
 

BLESSINGS FROM UNIFIED ENERIES, 
LEAD TODAY BY THE GURU GOBIND SINGH. 
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